
Adhesive plate mounting tape solutions for:
Flexographic / LetterPress / Corrugated Printing

Fine runs, brilliant half-tones, perfect areas or clean lettering: Regardless of 
the printed image you’re striving for, DuploFLEX® guarantee excellent results. 

This brochure provides an overview of which products we recommend to 
produce your desired print image. Practical for your storeroom the 
colour-coded packaging ensures immediate product identification. Moreover, 
the entire DuploFLEX® packaging is 100% recyclable which is easy on the 
environment and keeps down your disposal expenses.

DuploFLEX® range of mounting tapes
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Narrow Web Flexo Thickness category 0.44mm (0.017”)

Wide Web Flexo Thickness category 0.55mm (0.020”)

Letterpress / Corrugated
 Adhesive Properties Colour Code Thickness PVC - Film Liner

 DuploFLEX®FOL 010  0.10 mm  colourless-transparent  PVC creped film

 DuploFLEX®FOL 015  0.15 mm   yellow-transparent  PVC creped film

 DuploFLEX®FOL 020  0.20 mm   green-transparent  PVC creped film

 DuploFLEX®FOL 025  0.25 mm   red-transparent  PVC creped film

 DuploFLEX®FOL 030  0.30 mm   blue-transparent  PVC creped film

DuploFLEX® 4.2 EB  medium Combination of solids, line work and screens

DuploFLEX® 4.4 EB  hard Solids and lines, dense ink coverage, reverse printing

 

Adhesive Properties Colour Code Printed Image 

DuploFLEX® 5.2 Grip soft Process work, brilliant halftones, fine lines

DuploFLEX® 5.3 Grip medium - hard Halftones and lines, combination of solids, line work and screens

DuploFLEX® 5.4 Grip hard Solids and lines, dense ink coverage, reverse printing

Adhesive Properties               Colour Code         Printed Image

The Duplo FLEX ® 5 GRIP family offers you exactly that:
Enhanced grip to plate and sleeve, adhesive strengths
balanced, tape removal is smooth and edge lift problems
resolved . Don’t worry about temperature or humidity
extremes the more robust adhesives of the Duplo FLEX ®
5 GRIP family are well equipped to withstand those
influences as well as solvent attacks.

With its optimized adhesive formula the Duplo FLEX ® EB
('Engineered Bonding') family offers higher adhesive stability
under extreme temperatures and humidity variations while
greatly increasing the resistance to solvents at the same
time


